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1rlRANSlPlLANTlNG PERSONALITY INVENTORIES

LUCITA S. LAZO
DepartmentofPsychology
University of the Philippines

The process of translation, in order to obtain local personali
ty measures, is examined in the present paper. The effects of
language on personality responses as an obstacle in developing
psychological measures were discussed. The literature was reviewed
to subtantiate this contention.
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In the endeavor to understand human beha
vior, the psychologist gathers data about indivi
duals from varied sources including the indivi
dual himself. A very popular technique is to
present verbalstimuli which constitute so-called
psychological tests and obtain individual
responses, usually verbal, to such stimuli.
Specifically in personality measurement, these
verbal responses as behavior samples are
presumed to reveal something about the indivi
dual.

When locally developed measures are not
available, tests are usually borrowed. For
instance, in the Philippines there is a dearth of
measuring and assessing devices. More often
than not American tests are used perhaps
because English is known to be a second
language to Filipinos. Although these tests are
conveniently borrowed, these are not necessa
rily valid in the Philippine setting. Hence, this
practice does not in fact solve the problem of
obtaining good measures of psychological
characteristics which serve as raw data for
research.

While the literacy rate in the Philippines has
increased, it remains a fact that English is but a
second language to Filipinos. Yet, there remains
too the need for valid psychological measures
of personality within the easy grasp of the ma
jority of Filipinos and, thus, that willassure us
generality of findings.

To fill this gap, American tests are imme
diately translated into Filipino. Such practice
often stops upon obtaining another linguistic
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version of the tests - the validity of the transla
ted test version is usually taken for granted Of,

at best, shelved for further investigation that is
frequently not undertaken at all. One other
course taken by probably well-meaning but
much too occupied test-users is to "intuitively"
validate personality descriptions obtained on
such test versions without the benefit of sys
tematic descriptions. The lone published study
which seriously undertook the task of valida
ting a test translated into Filipino is Tan's
(I968) Filipino version of the Sack's Sentence
Completion test.

Theoretically any form or version of a
psychological test must be shewn to be valid on
the basis of standard psychological criteria
before it can be used at all.

An implicit assumption when tests are trans
lated is that the translation will yield an equiva..
lent set of stimuli and, consequently, elicit
responses comparable to those given to the
original test. This is quite apart from questions
of validity.

That this assumption is ili-advised and un
wise is evidenced by a number of studies corn
paring responses of bilinguals to presumably
equivalent sets of stimuli, one set of stimuli
being a mere translation of the other. For
example, Ervin (1964) found that achievement
themes were more common in English stories
among women subjects while themesexpressing
verbal aggression againstpeers and autonomy or
withdrawal from others were more common in
French stories made to TAT pictures. In a



Further, Gavino (1968). showed> .. that.': '.
common word associations differed depending.
upon the mediumin which. the·sti~ul~~ ~~rd'is
expressed, In another study; the same subjects'
responses to the English: originai and' the
experimental Filipino version of the MMPI
were shownto have lowcorrelation(Lazo,1972).
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study on. the stimulus'ambiguity of thePhilip
pine Them'atic Apperception Test, Ventura
(1973) found that story endings were more .
ambiguous in Filipino than in English. ."': .
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: Interpret~ti.oris:Of test results may. then be
cont~n~ted .by' langl;lage factors"~d 'clifflf:
~~t:perSol1ali~y-proflles may consequentlybe
obt:Uned: Foi"~s'tan:ce, different word. associa
tions .. ~ b~~ld' b~ 'a''fun.ctipn ,"9f'language
doiniIia'ric~' ~d 'conse'q~ently .'the power of. Ii

'> - • ,~. .~: \.... • .' .,.- . 'I' . . .
personality test such ,as the As~ociati,6n Adjust-
ment Inventory maybe, affected, Even',if the
magnitude 'of such language effects Is found t~,
be :rninim~, in.. the e,ndl'this, remains to be
known," Further; ~this "raises the practical issue
rif'.establiShing linguisti~ equivalencebetween
the original and the translated 'test versions'." '. _' " .: ....!. I. , ,

.'Wlie~ ; such "tnulslitio~',' -~qui~aien6~ : is
demonstrated, Irt effect, aparaIleI version of the
original test would have been evolved. 'Test
theory-systematically, accounts' for different
versions ofany; given' test-in what is referred to'
as -the ' theory-of .parallel tests andprescribes
that these" forms 'satisfy' definite' criteria for
statistical ana 'psychological validity: ADy two
parallel tests must of course dealwith the same
subject matter.and meas~fl( the.sameconstruct
and must haveequal-means.equalvarlances, and:
equal, convariance,~Guq*s~.I),19~0; NU~@y',
"967).Th~., former-. constitutes- statistical
validlty., ; j ",!: 1... .r.'. ,L:: ": , ..
:: ,> \ .' • .i\;""l_~ , .. '.; , ._;' I '.

. The .l3l1gUage;·facto.r m~tran,~~t~'d_ tes~'may
possiblyadd-avariance. Lonner;{19,68).founq
test-retesi reliability of ,91- i,ncontrast to cross
language correlation•.of .80, Greater variance
may thus, beexpected of the translatedversion,
This may then be construed' as statistical
invalidity. MiSinterpretation of this sort can be

." ~voided ifian~age :variance can be assessed
and' eventually .eliminated . from the total
variance. Thus, the resulting variance on the
'translation version: may be clearly attributed to
within-subject variations, assuming that no

. "'othersystematicsource of variance exists.
In other words,··systematic lariguage effects

mu~t-be contr~lled': eith~r by elimination or
"',' byholding it constant. the latter can be easily

. accomplisl:1ed .bY ;firSt ,es'~blishing linguistic ,or
translation . equivalence.' After this is done,
v~ance. between .original and translated
versi6n~. may be compared, It is hoped then
that these. variances are now effects of within-
subjectvariations.i.v > ,.~, . _ •

~. I.' ~ 1.~.••

. 1 Further, when there, .are systematic but
known language' effects" psychological,..validity
may be confounded as poirited 'out earlier.

. Operationally, psychological validity. is.empiri
cally established. by correlation of S011)e exter
nal.measureswith-test scores. Correlationcoef- .

. flcients are actuallycross-products of deviations
from the means.Suchdeviations from.themeans
may' t>e underor over-estimatedby 'a constant
v~ue. '~qual' 'to th~' systematic variancefrom
language·' effects.. This. becomes; evident only
~hen there' are comparative data· for the
o~iwal t~'st've~(:m~such as test-retest correla
(ionQn, a .similar sample" under similar condi-

. '". ~... ... ~l... ~~. ~

tions., .,'.
" .. I ~. . .o\ .• 't _t:". '.- , -t r•. :.. . '

Hence, validity'coefflcients 'may be partly
det~~e~' by l~gu,a~ factors, In in~rpre~g
the -pi?~ei .of the test in 'measuring'a given
cOnstruct, some"'ambiguity may result, Again
establishing .translation equivalence before
undertaking 'validation .stepsmay. he~p elimi
n,'.a~ thisambiguity. . . .' ' . " ,
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